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The problem:

• How can we identify funders from published 
documents?

• Publishers put funding information
– in different places
– embedded in text rather than tagged and searchable
– tagged but in a non-standard way
– using different names and abbreviations
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Can we extract this funder information from 
the XML text?

• Not easily

<fn fn-type="financial-disclosure">
<p>This work was supported in part by NIH grant R01 GM094800B 

to G.J.J., a gift to Caltech from the Gordon and Betty Moore 
Foundation, and a stipend from the Bayerische Forschungsstiftung to 
M.P.  The funders had no role in study design, data collection and 
analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript.</p>

</fn>
</fn-group>

</back>
</article>

In this example the 
information is tagged 

as a footnote
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… even when tagged, still not easily

• No standardization

• This publishers uses
– “Grant-sponsor” and “Grant-

num”

• Other publishers may use 
different tags

...
<sec>
<title>Funding</title>
<p>This work was supported by 
the <grant-sponsor 
xlink:href="http://www.grf.org" 
id="GS1">Generic Research 
Foundation</grant-sponsor>, the 
<grant-sponsor 
xlink:href="http://www.energy.go
v" id="GS2">Department of 
Energy</grant-sponsor> Office of 
Science grant number <grant-
num rid="GS2">DE-FG02-
04ER63803</grant-num>, and the 
<grant-sponsor 
xlink:href="http://www.nih.gov" 
id="GS3">National Institutes of 
Health</grant-sponsor>.
</p>
</sec>
</body>
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And other problems

• Different abbreviations
– National Institutes of Health
– N.I.H.
– NIH

• Misspellings
• Translations
• … etc…
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Why does this matter?

• Funding bodies cannot easily track the published 
output of funding

• Publishers cannot easily report which articles result 
from research supported by specific funders or 
grants 

• Institutions cannot easily link funding received to 
published output

• Lack of standard metadata for funding sources makes 
it difficult to analyse or data mine
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The solution: FundRef links

• Funders record where they spend their money

• Publishers publish the outcomes of research

FundRef links these processes
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History: where FundRef came from

• Pilot project with publishers and funders 
– 2012 to 2013

• Go-ahead granted March 2013
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FundRef Registry

• Agreed taxonomy of funding bodies 
– 8800 names
– Updated monthly
– Donated by the Elsevier SciVal curated list, with additions 

from other publishers
• The list is freely available for anyone to use

– www.crossref.org/fundref/fundref_registry.html

• Grant numbers are free text
– Because too many to track
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How it works

• Funding and grant number information is included in 
the article metadata
– Submitted to CrossRef with DOI data
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FundRef
Registry

Publisher
Submission System

Grant Number

Funder Production
Systems

CrossRef
Database & 
Query APIs

Funders
Researchers
Institutions
Publishers

Deposited with the article 
metadata and DOI
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DOI

Funding
Source

Award 
Number
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… and further linking

• Link with ORCID
– ORCID = unique author identifiers

• The DOI links 
– the researchers
– their funders
– their publications
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What is ORCID
http://orcid.org/

• Free registry for researchers/authors
– Non profit organization of funders, publishers and 

associations

• Provides unique identification for authors
– E. Dagiene / Eleonora Dagiene / Dagiene Eleonora Provides 

profile page
– Will look for publications using CrossRef system

• Becoming embedded in submission systems
– Included within metadata
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FundRef
Who adds funding information?

• Authors provide information during submission

... Or ...

• Publishers add funder information after acceptance
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1. Authors provide information at submission

• Authors need to provide 
the information
– During submission process?
– (Make sure your instructions 

are VERY clear)
– “The information submitted 

here should match the 
information provided in the 
paper’s acknowledgement 
section.”

This needs to come 
from the FundRef 

Registry
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Implementation widget
http://labs.crossref.org/fundref-widget/

• Add this widget to your 
submission pages

• It allows the author to 
choose funder names from 
the FundRef Registry
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http://labs.crossref.org/fundref-widget/


2. Publishers add funding information after 
acceptance

• Manually extract from the article
– Match what the author says with the FundRef Registry

• Extract funding metadata from previously published 
articles and match using FundRef reconciliation 
service
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FundRef Reconciliation Service
http://labs.crossref.org/fundref-reconciliation-service/

Useful video
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http://labs.crossref.org/fundref-reconciliation-service/


Finally …

• Make sure that the funder information is integrated 
with the article metadata before deposit to CrossRef

Publisher
Submission System

Grant Number

Funder Production
Systems
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The technical stuff

• This is an example of what the metadata looks like
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USING FUNDREF DATA: FINDING 
FUNDED PUBLICATIONS
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Finding funded publications
http://search.crossref.org/fundref
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http://search.crossref.org/fundref


Autofill helps find the right funder
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And you see the articles funded
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You can also use CrossRef Metadata Search
http://search.crossref.org/
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Enter a grant number, find an article
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Search for a DOI and get funder information
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Or search by ORCID to find all articles from an 
author - with funder information
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PARTICIPATE
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Who can use FundRef

• Any member of CrossRef
– (Optional) Part of DOI deposit

• No charge
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Join up

• Publishers 
– Join FundRef and start implementing deposit

• Funders / universities 
– Start using the free search and lookup tools to identify 

funded articles

• Anyone else
– Start using the free search and lookup tools to see where 

research funding is coming from!
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